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Life Thread,
(Asclepius) No. 3
BY THEODORA ALLEN

IN THE EVENINGS WE WALK ALONG THE LOWER
Arroyo in Pasadena, where it’s always about 10 degrees cooler. It’s
summer now, and the Datura punctuate the hills that run alongside
the trail. Datura stramonium of the nightshade family is a poisonous
perennial native to the Americas. They do particularly well in
California’s poor desert soil. This wasteland weed can make a home
out of a crack in the sidewalk of a freeway overpass—I find that terribly
admirable. So they’re tough guys, but they’re pretty too, with strong
silvery and amethyst limbs, dark green leaves and tightly folded
blossoms that spiral open and then quickly expire. Jimsonweed, devil’s
snare, moon flower. “Devil” because of the wicked hallucinations
caused by consumption of any part of these plants, and “moon”
because their sky-facing flowers open at night. They’re pollinated on
the graveyard shift by the hawk moth, the only insect with a proboscis
long enough to penetrate their trumpet-like corollas.
I grew up just north of Hollywood, on the edge of the San
Fernando Valley, but my grandparents lived here in Pasadena, and
I went to undergrad here too. I’ve always loved the lore of this sleepy
suburb. I am fascinated by stories of Jack Parsons and Marjorie
Cameron, JPL, Devil’s Gate Dam and Suicide Bridge. Home. All of
this flashes through my mind as we walk, winding our way over and
under bridges, beside crumbling river rock walls. A darting hare, a
hawk circling overhead.
Last year, for my first solo show in New York, I made a series of
paintings that depicted classical shields. Instead of being hard, shiny
and convex (the way classical shields, often forged from metals, tend
to be), they were vaporous and concave, with a weed growing in their
cavities. I had been researching these plants at the LA Arboretum’s
botanical library, thinking about self-preservation and protection
and learning about plants with folkloric, historic and contemporary
significance. They were medicine, sacraments and poisons of
the old world; uppers, downers and narcotics in the new one. As
compositions, the Shield paintings were meant to deflect rather than

invite, which was in contrast to the open vistas of my LA show just
prior of paintings like love letters, soft, inviting, enchanting. Isn’t
being a woman exhausting?
The shields led me to bolts and screws, like the painting pictured
here. This is No. 3 of the Life Thread series. It is detailed and ornate,
carved from washes of oil paint. I’ve come to think of these works
as gates or screens, barriers in a sense. I say “carved” rather than
“painted” because the process feels akin to lapidary work, and the
effect is jewel-like and precise.
All mirroring and symmetry, the outer compartments of the
painting are occupied by a frieze of Datura. A row of hawk moths on
either side of the bolt have metamorphosed with the screen. The bolt
is a support beam for the composition, a column. It’s architectural in
nature, but I’m also thinking of it as symbolic, a stand-in for the spiral
of history and the various spirals of the universe on macro and micro
levels. The spiral of the Datura flower before it shows its face to the
moon or the spiral of stars encircling a black hole. Asclepius, the Greek
god of medicine, has been immortalized by an image of a coiled snake
wrapped around a staff (the Rod of Asclepius is used as the emblem
of modern medicine). In mythology, the serpent is often a stand-in
for life’s dualities, such as how the ancient Greek term “pharmakon”
means not only drug, but also medicine and poison.
Boundaries and screens, armor and protection, the natural world
and man’s intervention. Here we are, brought to our collective knees
by a pervasive and unknowable plague. Imagine! The stuff of origin
stories and folk tales. So it repeats through the ages: a battle with
the natural world. A battle with time. I unpack these thoughts and
experiences through the only process that makes sense to me, creating
order, harmony and balance and distilling these ideas into paintings.
They’re meditations on permanence, ephemerality and distance.
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Lifethread (Asclepius) No. 3, 2019
A monograph on the artist, Theodora Allen: Saturnine, will be published next year.
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